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INTRODUCTION

What is the Interpretation Strategy for Cornish Mining?

The strategy is a dynamic ongoing framework within which to communicate the 

significances of the proposed Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World 

Heritage Site1.  

Interpretation is not just for tourism.  The appreciation of cultural heritage sites is 

a universal right.  Their meaning and values are an essential component of the 

heritage conservation process and fundamental to positive conservation outcomes.   

Successful interpretation supports community recognition and fosters a wider 

understanding of the history and significance of Cornish Mining. 

Botallack Mine A1.  De-contamination and 

consolidation works to the arsenic labyrinth 

have prioritised safety, conservation and 

access.  

Authenticity of the site has been respected 

and the adverse impact of physical 

alterations has been avoided: media 

selected to interpret the site in its wider

context is non-intrusive and takes the form 

of a self-guided trail leaflet. 

1The popular name of Cornwall 
and West Devon Mining is 
Cornish Mining.  The geo-cultural 
landscape identified in the Nomination for 
WHS status comprises Cornwall and West 
Devon.  The political boundary had little 
influence upon the historical, technical and 
socio-economic characteristics of West 
Devon mining culture.  
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Interpretation is a tool which can help reveal the Outstanding Universal Value 2 

of the World Heritage Site (WHS) and how each of the ten nominated landscape 

Areas contribute to this.  Various documents cited by UNESCO, such as the Nara 

Document on Authenticity (1994), the International Charter on Cultural Tourism 

(1999) and the Burra Charter (1999) emphasize the fundamental role of sensitive, 

and effective, interpretation in heritage conservation. 

UNESCO is guided by The International Cultural Tourism Charter (ICTC) which 

states:

Since domestic and international tourism is among the foremost vehicles for cultural 

exchange, conservation should provide responsible and well managed opportunities 

for members of the host community and visitors to experience and understand that 

community’s heritage and culture at first hand.  (Principle 1)

Holistically the significance of the WHS serial nomination3 is regarded as of greater 

value than the sum of its parts.  However, there is a need to review significance in its 

different manifestations, and levels, and in its distribution across the WHS in each of  

the ten Areas.    

 

2Outstanding Universal Value means that 
cultural significance which is so exceptional 
as to transcend national boundaries and 
to be of common importance for present 
and future generations of all humanity.  
(UNESCO).

3Part of the ethos of serial nominations 
is that a wider geographical coverage 
produces an adequate size which 
enables the complete representation of 
all of the significant elements that express 
outstanding universal value. 
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Section 1.2 of the ICTC states:

Individual aspects of natural and cultural heritage have differing levels of significance, 

some with universal values, and others of national, regional or local importance.

In reviewing these significances, a framework can be produced to develop 

interpretive themes4 that are supported by a range of topics5. 

Themes help to communicate the values of the WHS and to provoke people into 

thinking about Cornish Mining, connecting them with its history and to finding out 

more.  

Interpretation adds to people’s enjoyment of the WHS, making their visit - or other 

investment of time, effort and money - more worthwhile. 

4 Themes help to convey the main  points 
or message by grouping related topics in 
a way that readily connects with the target 
audience.

5A topic is a particular subject matter.  
A number of topics can support an 
individual theme.  
E.g. Methodist chapels and miners’ 
smallholdings in the WHS can support a 
theme of ‘The Cornish Miner’. 
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AIMS

The aim of the interpretation strategy is to outline a consistent, integrated, approach 

so that interpretation providers within the WHS may:

• A1 Ensure the appropriate presentation of comprehensive WHS themes and 

topics that are linked in a coherent and compelling story; 

• A2 Establish guidelines that employ overarching interpretive themes, shared 

between Areas, as the context for Area and site-specific stories; 

• A3 Engage and motivate target audiences so that the visitor experience is 

worthwhile, satisfying and enjoyable;

• A4 ‘Educate’ audiences in a way that meets their range of learning needs, 

increases their knowledge and understanding, and influences their attitudes 

and feelings in a way that positively contributes to the Vision, Mission and 

Aims of the WHS; 

• A5 Identify opportunities for greater co-operation and networking among 

existing interpretation providers, thus maximizing resources and preventing 

duplication of effort.
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Why is an interpretation strategy needed?

Cornish Mining was chosen by the UK Government to be their single nomination 

to UNESCO in 2005 for inscription on the World Heritage List.  The WHS Bid 

Partnership endorsed documents which include the following:

The Cornish Mining vision

To promote the Cornish Mining WHS as a distinctive, evolving, living pattern of relict 

landscapes, encouraging visitors to explore and learn about the physical, social and 

cultural aspects of the Cornish and West Devon mining heritage.

The Cornish Mining mission

conserving the outstanding universal value; recognising that this is a distinctive 

living landscape which continues to evolve; promoting a sustainable approach 

that integrates conservation with regeneration, and the needs of communities with 

visitors; promoting equality of opportunity to access and enjoyment; building and 

maintaining strong partnerships between the community, local, regional, national and 

international organisations.
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Strategic marketing aims6 endorsed by the Partnership include:

• to ensure a co-ordinated approach to interpretation; 

• to increase physical and intellectual access to mining heritage; 

• to promote the social, cultural and scientific aspects of mining heritage; 

• to enhance and realise the appeal of the Cornish Mining heritage. 

A strategic objective is to develop a detailed interpretation strategy.

Research for the Marketing Strategy looked at the shoulder months at each side 

of the peak summer tourist season and identified the following target audiences: 

• local residents;

• cultural tourists;

• ancestral tourists descended from migrant miners;

• education and lifelong learning;

• walkers

In terms of targeted interpretation it must be remembered, however, that a significant 

proportion of many attractions’ visitors will inevitably be peak-season tourists.  

The needs of this well-represented audience must also be met.

6 Cornish Mining Bid Outline Marketing 
Strategy, 2004.
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Research for the Marketing Strategy also revealed the following issues: 

1. existing mining heritage attractions give a limited overview of the context of 

regional mining history;

2. they tend to focus on their particular aspect/locality; 

3. there is a variable quality of current site interpretation; 

4. the presentation of mining history is not fully explored as a subsidiary theme 

at those attractions with a wider, but linked, remit.

Guidance is offered within this Interpretation Strategy for dealing with the above 

issues:  

Overarching themes (Section A) and Area themes (Section B) are highlighted to 

assist with issues 1 and 2;  Good Practice Guidelines (Section C) are outlined to 

assist with issue 3, and Opportunities for WHS- Linked Sites (Section D) deals with 

issue 4.  

The primary purpose of interpretation should be to communicate the values of 

cultural heritage sites that comprise Cornish Mining landscapes.  

1. The story of Cornish Mining should be 
told in its regional, and its national, and 
international context.  At the highest level, 
events in the WHS had effects around the 
world and some are of universal significance 
(e.g. development of steam technology).  
The inverse applies in that world events also 
had effects within the WHS (e.g. the large-
scale exploitation of copper in Chile). 

2. Site-specific stories at mining 
heritage attractions are essential.  It is 
understandable that these may receive 
greater emphasis and more extensive 
interpretive treatment.    
There is, however, opportunity to 
present this site-specific story in a WHS 
context that both recognize the site’s 
historical significance to the WHS and its 
contemporary significance to the WHS.  
Further, there is an opportunity to reveal 
the cross-cultural significance of related 
and significant features in the surrounding 
landscape, the WHS as a whole and the 
international setting of Cornish Mining.
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Content

The Strategy consists of five main elements:

SECTION A  

Overarching Themes for the communication of WHS stories within the broad 

range of audiences.  

SECTION B  

More detailed strategies for proposed “Key Centres” and Area Themes to 

support these and Area-based local interpretation facilities (to sit within the 

framework of overarching themes).

SECTION C  

Good Practice Guidelines: A definition of the standards to be met in WHS 

interpretation.

SECTION D

Audit of local interpretation network members and Opportunities for WHS- Linked 

Sites.

SECTION E

Opportunities and Next Steps

CONTENT
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SECTION A

This section deals with overarching, Site-wide, general principles and 

aims of communicating Cornish Mining themes within the broad range of 

audiences.  

The Cornish mining industry embraced all levels of society, influenced the very way of life of 

countless generations and created a culture that is both distinctive and enduring.   

Cornish Mining themes are colourful and varied and have multiple relevances for 

contemporary society: “Our mining culture shaped your world”.
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Themes 

Interpretation should be organized around a hierarchy of themes and should offer an 

integrated message. 

 

Themes should connect, not segment, key aspects of the Cornish Mining 

story. 

Themes may be tied to tangible7 or intangible8 attributes of the Site, usually both. 

Intangible elements are often best supported by tangible elements, for example:

• the theme of Charles Wesley and the rise of Methodism could be supported 

by a site such as a preaching pit or a chapel;

       •    the theme of the Cornish miner could be supported by sites such as a miner’s     

           cottage or a chapel, the underground workings of a mine and by artefacts   

 such as tools.

   

7 Tangible elements such as landscapes, 
sites and artefacts.

8 Intangible elements such as cultural 
tradition and mining disasters.
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WHS Themes

A review of significances presented in Section 2 of the Nomination Document has 

been used to generate a hierarchy of themes and to highlight a number of topics that 

can be used to illustrate these themes.  

Overarching master theme

The overarching principal theme for the presentation of Cornish Mining is the 

statement of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) 9:

The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape was transformed during the period

1700-1914 by early industrial development that made a key contribution to the evolution of 

an industrialised economy and society in the United Kingdom, and throughout the world.

Its outstanding survival, in a coherent series of highly distinctive cultural landscapes, is 

testimony to this achievement.

9 This statement is the summary of the 
Statement of Significance from Section 2a 
of the Justification for Inscription (Cornish 
Mining Nomination Document).
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This statement has two major strands.  Each one provokes many questions:

       1.The industrial history of Cornish Mining (focussed upon the most universally  

          significant era of 1700 -1914). 

Who was involved?  What happened, how, when and where?  Why did it happen 

and why is it so important? 10 

Cornish Mining industrialisation was dispersed and took place across Cornwall and 

West Devon, both within, and outside, the WHS.  It then diffused across the world.

2. The surviving cultural landscape of Cornish Mining.

What is the meaning of this landscape?  What is its contemporary context and 

significance?  Why should it be celebrated?  

The WHS contains a powerful inventory of interpretive resources - of landscapes, 

monuments and buildings, objects, literature, stories, verse and song – that, 

collectively, are of universal significance. 

Many facets of the Cornish Mining heritage are special in a variety of ways and are 
worth interpreting
Their effective interpretation supports the sustainable conservation of the WHS and 
can facilitate intergenerational and intercultural exchange of immeasurable value.
  

10  Each of the geographical Areas are 
significant for different reasons; rank  
differently in terms of significance levels; 
are associated with different people; are 
characterised by distinctive activities 
over variable time-spans; possess 
distinctive concentrations and mixes of 
components (which may, or may not, 
survive).  
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Seven overarching themes have been identified from an analysis of the Cornish 

Mining Statement of Significance.  

Their supporting topics and potential interpretive resources apply across the WHS:

Cornish Mining Themes

OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE

Earth Treasures:
Industrial 

Metals

Setting

Mining
the

Resource

Activity

Organised 
for 

Industry

Framework

Cornish Mining 
Society

Characters

The Cornwall 
& West

 Devon Mining 
Landscape

World Heritage

Cornish
Mining 

Overseas

Diffusion

Innovation & 
Cutting-Edge 

Technology

Enablement
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Earth Treasures:  Industrial Metals.

This is the raison d’être of the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape. 

Topic Web - Earth Treasures: Industrial Metals. The Cornish Mining nomination highlighted that most 

of the existing World Heritage Sites inscribed for non-ferrous metal mining are for precious metals 

(gold and silver) as opposed to industrial metals.  There are no existing World Heritage Sites inscribed 

for tin and arsenic mining.   
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MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY

Geology and mineralogy, and the practical application of these disciplines to the 

mining and mineral processing industries, was studied extensively throughout the 

WHS.  

The ferment of engineering and scientific endeavour associated with the 

development by deep mining of one of the world’s most mineralogically diverse 

orefields stimulated the ground-breaking efforts of Cornish scientists to help lay the 

foundations of geological, chemical and physical science.

The Host ‘Country’ Rock

The unique geology of the WHS is fundamental in understanding the mineral wealth 

below ground.  What’s underground and why there? 11  

Structural Geology and Mineral Deposits  

The most common type of deposit (vein or ‘lode’) determined the principal method of 

shaft mining and the need for miners to innovate to overcome the problems of depth,  

water and hard rock.

 

11 The region’s principal mineralization is 
attributed to the intrusion of granite and 
subsequent associated effects.  
In addition to extensive geological exposure 
in cliffs and moorland, the mining region 
presented the opportunity to examine the 
geology in 3-D and in depth.  Meticulous 
observation and recording led to landmark 
discoveries such as the Geothermal 
Gradient by R W Fox of Falmouth
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> Interpretive resources 

Due to the location of much of the mineralization being deep underground, access 

for the general public is limited to tourist mines where good lode exposures may be 

seen (including tin, copper and arsenic lodes)12.  

Also accessible are the excellent (particularly coastal) exposures, e.g. Cligga Head 

(A7), of structural geology, rock types and mineralization for which the region is justly 

renowned

Minerals

The mineralogy of ores mined in the WHS, particularly those of copper, was a crucial 

factor in Cornish mining.  

Mineralogy affected the miners’ earnings, the way the ore was dressed and smelted, 

the profit or loss of the mines and the entire landscape of ore-processing and mineral 

transport.   

Mineral Collectors and Science

Cornwall is one of the world’s most important 18th and 19th century non-ferrous 

mining regions in terms of the advancement of mineralogical science.  Some of the 

first discoveries of new species, some of the first descriptions and illustrations of their 

form and colour and some of their first chemical analysis were made in Cornwall and 

West Devon.

12 E.g. Poldark Mine (A4), Geevor Mine (A1), 
George & Charlotte Mine (A10).  Many more 
mines are accessible to the experienced 
enthusiast and these represent an important 
asset to the WHS and to geological science.  
Whilst most of the rich ore-ground has been 
mined, there are a number of important 
exposures left to see e.g. South Crofty 
Mine, Illogan and Rosevale Mine, Zennor.  
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> Interpretive resources 

Public museum collections in Cornwall and West Devon (e.g. Royal Cornwall 

Museum) – indeed in most of the principal museum collections in the world - contain 

many very fine and rare mineral specimens from mines in the WHS13. 

Geological and Mineralogical Literature

Some of Britain’s earliest printed ‘scientific’ works on geology, mining and mineralogy 

were produced in Cornwall.  

> Interpretive resources 

The Cornwall Centre and the Royal Institution of Cornwall contain original published 

examples of internationally significant literary works relating to mineralogy and 

geology e.g. Pryce (1778) and Rashleigh (1802).

GEOGRAPHY:  

The location of Britain’s far southwest was considered to be peripheral to Britain’s 

industrial heartlands.  

The mines were the reason for linkages to other centres of economic development 

and innovation14.  

From the earliest times the economic linkage was facilitated by the sea.  This made 

the region accessible to the rest of the nation, and the world. 

13 Some, as stand-alone collections, are 
historically and scientifically of international 
significance.  Coupled to the status of 
recognition for Cornish Mining, they 
comprise an asset of outstanding universal 
value.  

14Cornwall and Devon became part of 
an international industrial system each 
producing for the same markets.  Because 
the methods of production were the 
same around the world then the factors of 
production – men, money, machines and 
materials – could be traded globally as well. 
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The region did not engage in consumer manufacture of its primary products.

Where did it all go?  The region’s tin metal and copper (and from c1820 all it’s copper 

ore) were sent to other areas elsewhere in the country that were more suitable or 

more established for secondary and tertiary industry.  Virtually all tin smelting was 

carried out in the region whereas, following the closure of Cornwall’s principal copper 

smelter, most of the region’s copper ore was sent to South Wales.  This was for 

economic reasons, principally due to the lack of suitable coal as a fuel and for the 

smelting process.  

The basis for growth of various industrial sectors, and regions, was the supply of 

raw materials from Cornwall and West Devon.  These regions were characterised by 

great affinities with Cornish mining society15.

Industrialisation and the Need for Industrial Metals

Cornwall was one of the world’s earliest industrial regions. The need for industrial 

metals, other than just iron, was fundamental to the progress of the Industrial 

Revolution.

15 Cornish copper ore was the basis on 
which the Bristol and Birmingham brass 
industries were founded.  These were the 
largest producers in the world.  Cornish 
copper ore was also responsible for 
Swansea (South Wales) becoming the 
global centre for copper-smelting during 
most of the nineteenth-century.   
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Tin was used in pewter ware and solder, and to make the tin plate on which the 

canning industry was built.  

Tin was alloyed with copper to make bronze for industrial applications, including 

machine bearings and ship’s propellers.

Copper was used to sheath the hulls of British ships and to provide coinage. 

 It was used for copper wire and cable that were the basis of the electronics and 

the communications industry.  The sugar and dyeing industries used it to make 

hollow-ware boilers, vats and piping.  

It is also the principal constituent of brass and so provided crucial fittings for steam 

engines, brass trading goods and gun cartridges. 

Arsenic was used extensively in the nineteenth century, for example in the dyes and 

pigments of the Lancashire cotton industry.   Demand grew during the last quarter 

of the century when it became a popular insecticide.  It helped to control Colorado 

Beetle which had devastated potato, tobacco and other crops across America.

Britain pioneered the Industrial Revolution and became the world’s first industrial 

nation.  This was the power behind the creation of the British Empire.  This context is 

fundamental to the need for industrial metals and to the understanding of the setting 

for the Cornish Mining story.
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2. Mining the Resource
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Mining the Resource
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Mines: Hundreds of mines operated within the WHS and during much of the 18th 

and 19th centuries the region possessed some of the most important, largest-scale, 

most highly capitalised and technologically advanced non-ferrous metal mines in the 

world. 

Deep shaft mining is a technique that is central to the WHS.  There are a number of 

other techniques that are important to the interpretation of the underground aspect 

of Cornish mining such as adits, stoping, hand-drilling, blasting, timbering, rock-

drilling, pumping, winding and others.

The Output of Industrial Metals from Cornwall and West Devon:  

During the 18th and 19th centuries this output was globally significant.  The size of the 

deposits, coupled with demand, fostered economies of scale. 

Tin.  During the 19th century, half of Cornwall’s tin output came from the Camborne 

and Redruth Mining District and until the late 1870s Cornwall and West Devon 

produced more tin than any country in the world.

Copper production from West Cornwall during the first three decades of the 19th 

century amounted to two-thirds of the world’s supply.  During the 1850s, Devon 

Great Consols in West Devon became the largest single producer in Western Europe.
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Arsenic production in Britain began as a by-product of tin and copper mining 

in West Cornwall during the early nineteenth century.  In the 1870s Devon Great 

Consols, and a few other mines in West Devon and East Cornwall, produced half the 

world’s supply.

> Interpretive resources 

Large scale mine sites, extensive waste tips, transport networks, mining settlements, 

supporting ancillaries. 

The impact of mining …during the period 1700-1914 was large-scale and the speed 

at which the industry was abandoned resulted in an unparalleled relict primary mining 

landscape.   It features more than 3,000 shafts, numerous waste tips and over 200 

engine houses…

Mineral Statistics and Historical Sources. 

The history of many of these mines, particularly the more important 19th c ones, is 

well documented in primary and secondary sources, with much being in the public 

domain such as the CRO (primary) and the CSL/RIC (mostly secondary).

> Interpretive resources include maps and plans, account books, letters and 

documents, photographs and paintings, statistics, newspaper, industrial and 

scientific reports.  
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Dressing:  The wide variety of metals, and ores, required diverse means of 

processing (‘dressing’) before they were sold in the marketplace.  

Technical aspects of ore-processing were pioneered within the WHS and imported 

techniques were improved.  They enabled ores to be mined which had previously 

been considered unworkable.  The diffusion of such technology to mines overseas 

proved to be of international significance.

> Interpretive resources – The extensive surviving archaeology of the primary 

processing of tin and arsenic is of world significance.  Tin dressing floors survive 

particularly well in A1, A5, A7 and A10.  Arsenic works (tin burning and arsenic 

refineries) survive particularly well in A1, A5, A6 and A10.

Several visitor sites demonstrate tin-dressing (e.g. Blue Hills Tin Streams (A7), 

Geevor Mine (A1), King Edward Mine (A5) and Tolgus Tin near Redruth).  One site 

(Morwellham) demonstrates the dressing of copper ore. 
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3. Organised for Industry

Topic Web - Organised for Industry.
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The WHS is an intrinsic part of that greater landmark of human history known as 

‘the Industrial Revolution’.  Cornwall was an early and advanced eighteenth-century 

industrial region. 

Cornish mining made substantial technological, social and economic contributions 

to the British industrial revolution and it was Cornish mining which made pioneering 

use of industrial practices overseas.  This occurred at a crucial formative period in 

the development of modern industrial society and played a key role in the growth of a 

global capitalist economy. 

Copper

There is a great deal of evidence of the former importance of Cornish copper both 

at the sites where it was extracted and also in the form of the substantial transport 

infrastructure needed to export it.  

Millions of tonnes of copper ore were carried from the mines to the new purpose-

built mineral ports and a high-capacity transport network had to be developed 

rapidly from the early nineteenth century.   Because copper-ore (and other mineral 

products such as tin metal, lead-ore, zinc-ore etc., and refined arsenic) were sent to 

other industrial areas, an early and extensive transport infrastructure evolved which 

interacted with mining ‘hotspots’.  The greatest landscape impact was due to copper 

mining in view of the sheer bulk of the ore transport implications.  
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> Interpretive resources.  Substantial remains of the copper ore transport network 

occur right across the WHS in various forms.  There is an internationally significant 

group of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century industrial ports (A2, A5, A6, 

A8 and A10), together with former tramways and railways (A2, A5, A6, A9 and A10) 

and canals (A8 and A10).  

Tin

Until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Cornwall and West Devon produced 

more tin than any country in the world.  The ore was mined, ‘dressed’ and smelted 

locally.  Tin was the foundation of the English pewter industry and later of tin plate 

manufacturing, and that in turn led to the development of the canning industry.  

> Interpretive resources.  There are substantial remains of the technology used to 

dress and to smelt tin, particularly in A1, A5, A7 and A10.  

Arsenic

Arsenic began to be produced in Britain as a by-product of tin and copper mining 

in West Cornwall during the early nineteenth century.  In the 1870s, Devon Great 

Consols and a few other mines in West Devon and East Cornwall produced half 

the world’s supply.  The Lancashire cotton industry used arsenic in dyes and 

pigments.  Then demand grew when it became popular as an insecticide during the 

last quarter of the nineteenth century.  It helped to control Colorado Beetle which had 

devastated potato, tobacco and other crops across Americ
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> Interpretive resources.  There is a rare group of technological monuments of 

international significance in the WHS in the form of arsenic calciners and refining 

works, particularly in A1, A5, A6 and A10.

Intellectual Characteristics 

Almost all the skill of working miners was achieved by self-help and hard-won 

knowledge being shared by the miners amongst themselves.  The mining industry 

put a premium on a skilled labour force being available but did little to help bring 

that group of workers into existence.  Nor for much of its existence did it do much 

to keep the workforce up to date by developing its skills and understanding.  During 

the 19th c the RCPS and other institutes were founded by liberal inclined individuals 

rather than the industry (though they gave donations to help it along) 16. Their aim 

was to increase knowledge and improve skills within the industry, though this applied 

more to skilled workers.  Most miners could not read or write so that necessarily 

their learning was by copying or by discussion of their experience with their fellow 

workers.

> Interpretive resources.  Miners’ and mechanics’ institutes such as at St Agnes 

(A7), and mining schools such as at Redruth (A5).  Some mining schools were later 

incorporated into the Camborne School of Mines.   

  

16 In the towns of Penzance, Truro and 
Falmouth, an interest in geology and 
science was encouraged by literary 
institutions and museums.  The Royal 
Geological Society of Cornwall (1814), the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall (1818), and the 
Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society (1833) 
still exist and retain their importance as part 
of the Cornish cultural heritage.
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Steam Technology

Cornwall and Devon both played a leading role in the development of the steam 

engine because this was the technology that was increasingly used to pump the 

deep wet mines of the region, to draw the ore to the surface and, later, to crush it.  

During the nineteenth century the region played a strategic role in the world-wide 

spread of hard rock mining skills, and of steam-engine technology.  

> Interpretive resources.  An asset of outstanding universal value is the landscape of 

engine houses and the precious survival of original beam engines.

Ancillary Industries developed in the towns and ports to service the mines.  In the 

nineteenth century, foundries and engineering works produced the steam engines, 

rock drills and other mining equipment (particularly steam-driven machinery) which 

pushed out the technological barriers, enabling mines to be dug deeper, made 

larger and process their ore efficiently.  The impact of these developments was felt 

throughout the mining world.  

> Interpretive resources

There are substantial remains of ancillary industries within the WHS.  Important 

concentrations occur in the new industrial towns of Hayle (A2), Charlestown (A8) and 

Camborne (A5), in Tavistock (A10), Redruth (A5) and in the Kennall Valley on the edge 

of the Gwennap Mining District (A6).
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4. Cornish Mining Society
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For four thousand years Cornish mining transformed the region’s landscape and its 

society.  It also helped to create a distinctive culture.  The industrialisation of Cornish 

mining, in particular, had profound social and cultural consequences.   By the mid-

nineteenth century, Cornwall had spawned a proud and assertive regional identity, 

associated most closely with the mining districts. This identity took on a wider global 

significance in the wake of mass migration overseas.   

Industrial Organisation

Most medieval European mining regions were closely controlled by the state.  

Cornish mining was different.  It had developed under conditions which gave both 

miners and investors considerable freedom.  Mining practice in Cornwall and West 

Devon was based on Stannary law 17, a codified version of customary mining 

traditions which included such practices as the adventurers’ right to ‘bound’ land, in 

other words to stake a claim to a piece of land for mining purposes without regard 

for the constraints of normal landed property rights.  

Industrial Scale

Cornwall’s eighteenth-century mining activities, which were widely dispersed across 

the region, were characterised by elements of the older mining tradition coupled with 

new industrial practices.  Together they produced a distinct regional culture.  

17 The Stannary Courts and Convocation 
existed in association with the Duchy of 
Cornwall (the Duchy being an institution 
which tied Cornwall and parts of Devon into 
a close relationship with the Crown) and did 
so to their mutual advantage
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Growth in the scale of mines characterised the late-18th c and first three decades 

of the 19th c.  Employment relations, for example, became well-defined during 

this period.  Although they harked back culturally to an older tradition of semi-

independent tinner-smallholders, they were ideally suited to the requirements of a 

more capitalised industry.  The payment systems known as ‘tribute’ and ‘tutwork’, 

which contained an element of self-employment, were developed in the WHS and 

prevailed in almost every mine.

Feeding the Rapidly Expanding Industrial Population

The practice of leasing out smallholdings on unenclosed land within the mining 

districts enabled a proportion of the miners to build cottages, rear pigs and grow 

some vegetables.  This lessened their dependence on both the market and the mine.  

It also maintained the economic role of the family unit and guaranteed relatively 

egalitarian relations between the men and women within the household.  

> Interpretive resources.  The characteristic landscape of small fields and scattered 

cottages associated with this practice can still be found in many parts of the WHS.

Religion

The dispersed settlement pattern associated with industrialisation in eighteenth-

century Cornwall provided fertile ground for Methodism.  When new mines were 
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developed and a mining village sprang up to house the miners and their families, the 

Methodists were able to establish themselves immediately, unlike the Anglicans who 

had to undertake a lengthy legal process.  So a network of small chapels provided 

the focal point for people’s spiritual life.  By 1851, Cornwall had a higher proportion 

of Methodist members and chapel-goers than any other part of England.  Methodism 

continued to exert an important influence until the mid-twentieth century.  

> Interpretive resources.  Over 700 chapels still survive in Cornwall and more than 

80 per cent of them are Methodist in origin.  Gwennap Pit, one of the three most 

important Methodist sites in the world, is also within the WHS (A6).

Popular Literature

From the 1840s onwards, there was an outpouring of work in the Cornish dialect.  

In the 1880s and ‘90s a distinct school of literature emerged and included Edward 

Bosanketh’s Tin (set in A1) and H. D. Lowry’s Wheal Darkness (A5).  John Harris 

(1820-1884), the Cornish poet and miner, published several volumes of poetry 

celebrating his native landscapes, including Lays from the Mine, the Moor and the 

Mountains (1853) and A Story of Carn Brea (1863).  

These developments provide clear evidence of mining’s position at the centre of local 

culture.

> Interpretive resources.  The Cornwall Centre in Redruth (A5) holds the largest 

public collection of literature about Cornwall (the Cornish Studies Library).  
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Popular Culture

As to popular culture, a number of distinct elements became central to mining 

communities: they ranged from sports such as Cornish wrestling to food such as 

pasties and saffron buns.   The folk tales of the region and its rich oral culture were 

captured by collectors such as Henry Hunt and William Bottrell in the 1860s and 

‘70s.  Later, the Cornish adopted cultural activities which were enjoyed in other parts 

of industrial Britain, including male voice choirs, brass and silver bands, carol singing 

and rugby.  They all became mainstays of local cultural life and came to be identified 

as quintessentially ‘Cornish’ by the 1900s.  

> Interpretive resources.  Key literary works and musical compositions - e.g. Thomas 
Merritt

The Cornish Family 

This was distinctive in that it was the custom for there to be a relatively equal division 

of labour regardless of gender.  This practice was retained well into the nineteenth 

century.   Boys (as young as eight years old) worked underground whilst Cornish 

women had developed a sense of relative independence from the late eighteenth 

century onwards due to the common practice of employing girls and women in 

the copper mines as surface workers, or ‘bal maidens’.   This independence was 

reinforced in the latter part of the nineteenth century when mass migration produced 

another distinct family form, that of the Cornish ‘dispersed’ family.  

In this case there was a stark division of labour, with the men working overseas for 

variable amounts of time while their wives undertook total domestic and financial 

responsibility at home in Cornwall. 
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Interpretive Appeal.  The social and working aspects of the Cornish Mining 

population possess considerable interpretive appeal.  The ‘characters’ of the Cornish 

Mining story are many and varied and their relationships complex and fascinating 18.  

There are many interesting topics that support varied themes: 

The Cornish miner and his family.  There are many topics supporting this popular 

theme: Tribute & Tutwork; mining terms; working conditions; pay; disease and death; 

cottage and terraced home; self-sufficiency; religion; education; emigration and 

others.

> Interpretive resources – Records such as British Parliamentary Papers, census 

returns, photographs, newspapers, reports, diaries, artefacts such as tools, felt hats, 

candles, and sites such as mine workings, surface works and social infrastructure. 

E.g. terraced housing.

Mine captains imposed workplace discipline and social leadership. This was 

often reinforced by their position as lay preachers in the Methodist chapels which 

dominated the Cornish religious landscape after the Revivals of 1799 and 1814.

 > Interpretive resources – count houses are well represented in most mining districts 

(e.g. St Just contains many excellent examples), chapels are ubiquitous, whilst 

there are many imposing houses connected with senior mine managers (e.g. Devon 

Great Consols, A10).  Many technical reports (e.g. The Mining Journal or the Miners 

Association) were written by mine captains.

18 They are supported by many, often linked, 
topics. 
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Mine adventurers/owners:  Industrial organisation; finance; the cost book system; 

profits; ticketing; count house dinners; share dealing and others. 

> Interpretive resources – Great houses and gardens, cost book records, count 

house tableware, family estate records (CRO and DRO) and others.  

 

Merchants and smelters diversified their portfolios across mining, banking and 

smelting enterprises.

> Interpretive resources – Imposing houses, banks and former bank buildings, tin 

smelters, family estate records (CRO and DRO) and others.    

Engineers and inventors characterised the crucible of 18th- and 19th-century 

innovation.

> Interpretive resources – Portraits, homes of the innovators, inventions, patents, 

correspondence, models, examples of derivative machinery, buildings formerly 

housing associated machinery, foundries, fuse works and others.

Mineral lords owned rights to considerable amounts of property and exercised 

their power through agents and stewards.  They had a major influence upon the 

development of the mining industry e.g. promoting major adit driving schemes, 

financing mines and industrial infrastructure, enabling settlement and others. 
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> Interpretive resources – Great Houses and estates, monuments (e.g. Basset 

Memorial, A5), commemorative artefacts, family estate records (CRO and DRO) and 

others.

Mining Settlements

Despite the scattered and independent nature of small mining communities in the 

18th c, they tended to be grouped geographically in quite dense concentrations 

according to the location of particular mineral resources.  During the 19th c villages 

mushroomed in much the same way.

Mining, and its boom and bust, often produced surges of wealth, investment and 

money in circulation in an area and then faded away.  This produces all kinds of 

social capital19.   

The copper industry was exceptional in that its growth rate exceeded every other 

major national industrial sector.   Copper mining was initially confined to a small 

area between Hayle and Gwennap. This became Cornwall’s core industrial district, 

bounded by the towns of Truro, Penzance and Falmouth.     

> Interpretive resources – The mining villages and industrial towns.

Migration

Migration accompanied the opening and closing of mines throughout the industrial 

period and an east-west trend during the 18th century was followed by a west-east 

trend during the 19th century.  

Emigration also became central to the cultural life of nineteenth-century Cornwall.

9 
Even ‘insignificant’ and little-known mines 

that worked over a few decades, and made 
no profits, did however provided an income 
for numerous families both directly and 
indirectly
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5. Innovation and Cutting-Edge Technology
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The Executive Summary of the Justification for Inscription in the Nomination 

Document (2d Criterion (ii)) states “the mining region of Cornwall and West Devon 

generated a distinctive and technologically advanced approach to deep mining for 

non-ferrous metals during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  This was then 

exported around the world”;

The Cornish mining industry was characterised by prolific innovation, sustained by an 

influx of capital, attracted to what had become a crucible of industrial development.   

The expense of shipping coal to the Cornish mining region from Bristol and South 

Wales stimulated the need for energy efficiency.  

Cornish Mining provided a global model for steam-powered deep shaft mining 

through the development of the Beam Engine:

When the Newcomen patent expired in 1733, Cornish engineers such as the 

Hornblowers began to improve the Newcomen-Savery design.  John Smeaton, who 

was brought in by Cornish mines adventurers during the early 1770s, almost doubled 

the power of the Newcomen engine.    This power output was effectively doubled 

yet again by Boulton & Watt who began to use Cornwall as a testing ground for their 

own engines from 1777.  They also made highly significant fuel savings.  By the time 

their monopoly came to an end in 1800, Cornish engineers such as Trevithick and 

Woolf were beginning to develop the high-pressure steam engine. Once again this
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was to double the ‘duty’ reached by the best of Watt’s engines.    So by 1838, the 

average ‘duty’ of Cornish engines was almost two-and-a-half times more than that of 

the best Watt engines.  

>Interpretive resources

Newcomen engine preserved in Dartmouth.  Beam engines at East Pool, Levant, 

Poldark.  Cornish engine houses in the WHS are not only iconic, they represent the 

largest concentration of such technological monuments anywhere in the world.

Cornish engine houses are among the most distinctive industrial buildings in the 

world and survive in Spain, Mexico, South Africa and Australia.  They are striking 

evidence of world-wide impact.  

Innovation and Export

During the last quarter of the eighteenth century, large-scale copper mining attracted 

Boulton & Watt to Cornwall.  Their patent expired in 1800 and Cornish engineers 

went on to develop high-pressure steam pumping technology which resulted in the 

Cornish beam engine and boiler, the most efficient equipment of its kind at that time 

anywhere in the world.   It also led to the development of steam as a method of 

motive power by pioneers elsewhere whose experiments eventually resulted in the 

mass movement of goods and people.
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Cornish mining expertise and products began to be exported throughout the world 

during the second decade of the nineteenth century, wherever mining operators 

sought the latest technology and working practices.  (Often these mines were 

developed with the help of British capital too). The core of the export trade consisted 

of steam engines, the engineers needed to install and operate them, mining 

equipment and the miners needed to superintend mining operations.

>Interpretive resources

 It was at the foundries and mines in areas A2, A3, A5 and A6 that much of the 

development was carried out which was to propel the steam engine to previously 

unimagined levels of efficiency. 

Innovators and innovations.

A number of internationally significant innovations originated in the nominated 

Site.  For example in 1792 William Murdoch was the first person to use gas for 

lighting.  The house he lit still stands in the centre of Redruth (A5).  Richard Trevithick 

experimented with steam-powered road vehicles in Camborne and his railway engine 

of 1802 helped to lay the foundations for the railway system that revolutionised 

the world economy.  Sir Humphry Davy invented the coal miners’ safety lamp in 

1816.  And William Bickford developed the miners’ safety fuse in 1831.  This made a 

significant technological contribution to the industry as well as saving countless  
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miners’ lives.  It became a globally successful export and Bickford’s factory complex 

at Tuckingmill became the global centre of fuse manufacturing.   

 A whole society was involved in this diffusion of knowledge and expertise, a 

society steeped in a vigorous and receptive industrial culture.  It was a powerhouse 

of invention and innovation, importing new ideas from elsewhere, exporting new 

techniques in turn.  

> Interpretive resources –

Trevithick’s cottage, Murdoch House, 12 Plain-an Gwarry, Cusgarne House, Bickord-

Smith’s Fuseworks, models, patents …

Water Power and Useage.

Water was scarce in surface streams in many parts of the WHS.  In areas such as 

Redruth and Gwennap many miles of leats brought costly water.  It was used and re-

used.  

In those areas where water was prolific, such as the Tamar Valley, water was the 

preferred source of power.  Such a large-scale mine so rich and highly capitalised as 

Devon Great Consols could have chosen the best steam engines that were available 

in the 1840s/50s; it chose waterwheels as the principal means of power.

> Interpretive resources – wheelpits and waterwheels, leats, flat rods…
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6. Cornish Mining Overseas
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Global migration

Cornwall was locked into the global economy at an early stage.  As a leader in 

mining expertise its miners were in demand in other, newer mining regions.  By the 

1820s Cornish miners were being recruited for mines in Latin America.  Within a 

generation a flourishing culture of emigration had been created and links with North 

America and Australia forged.  During the fall in world copper prices in the late 

1860s and the crisis decade of the 1870s, when tin prices were also in recession, 

the Cornish had a ready-made option.  They left.  Indeed, Cornwall became one 

of Europe’s major emigration regions with perhaps over 200,000 people leaving in 

the century after 1830.  Although not all emigrants were miners, it was to mining 

communities overseas that Cornish traditions were most obviously transferred, 

replicating their familiar Cornish mining landscapes.  This gave the Cornish Mining 

industrial region a global significance, exporting its culture, as well as its mining 

expertise and it’s copper and tin, world-wide.

In America and Australia in particular, it was the Cornish who often established the 

culture of the mining ‘frontiers’.  Cornish words became commonplace, often derived 

from Cornwall’s Celtic language: words such as ‘wheal’, meaning mine working; 

‘bal’, which originally referred to a group of individual workings but which later 

applied to a single mine that incorporated these earlier and smaller workings; and 
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‘gunnis’, meaning a stope (a chamber from which ore is excavated) that is empty or 

no longer worked. 

 

The Cornish wage systems known as ‘tribute’ and ‘tutwork’ were applied.  So too 

was the cost book system of mine finance.  Cornish folk traditions were adopted: 

choir-singing in California and pasties in Mexico, for example.  And Cornish chapels 

were built in South Australia.  In the latter part of the nineteenth century and the early 

twentieth century, Cornish entertainers such as Fanny Moody, and novelists such as 

Silas, Joseph and Salome Hocking became household names in Australia, South 

Africa and parts of North America.

The trans-national aspect of Cornish culture was cemented by family links, by 

constant trans-continental migration and by the return of so-called ‘Cousin Jacks’ to 

Cornwall.  It blossomed from the 1880s to just before World War I, receding only with 

the collapse of international metal mining after 1919.  

The flag of St Piran, the patron saint of Cornish tinners, is in widespread use.  The 

flag - a white cross on a black background - symbolises the tin metal set in a black 

background of charcoal ashes and represents contemporary Cornish pride in a 

sense of identity and inheritance.  
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St Piran’s flag is also unfurled at events in North America and South Australia 

connected with a renewed sense of trans-national Cornishness.  This reinvigorated 

global sense of Cornishness influences contemporary Cornish culture.  It manifests 

itself in such twinning agreements as those between the Cornish towns of Redruth 

and Bodmin and their respective counterparts in the U.S.A. at Mineral Point, 

Wisconsin, and Grass Valley, California.  A similar arrangement is proposed between 

Camborne in Cornwall and Pachuca in Mexico.  In this way ‘Cornishness’ continues 

to have a unique international dimension.
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7. Cornish Mining Landscapes
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Metal mining transformed the landscape and society of Cornwall and West Devon.  

The serial nomination represents the most significant of the dispersed industrial areas 

within the Site and includes a range of highly visible components, all relatively close 

to one another.  Together they exemplify the evolution and development of Cornish 

mining technology in its entirety.

Cornwall’s mining industry had a profound impact on the landscape.  New ports 

and quays were built at places such as Hayle (A2), Portreath (A5), Devoran (A6), 

Charlestown (A8) and Morwellham (A10).  New tramways and railways were laid 

down, for example the Poldice Plateway (A5), the Redruth & Chasewater Railway 

(A6), the Liskeard & Caradon Railway (A9) and the East Cornwall Mineral Railway 

(A10).   In addition there were the hundreds of distinctive engine houses with their 

associated ‘burrows’ and shafts, together with waste tips which sprawled across the 

landscape.  New settlements such as Camborne (A5), Carharrack (A6) and Minions 

(A9) sprang up, each one containing rows of terraced miners’ cottages and the 

ubiquitous Methodist chapels.  

The outstanding survival of coherent and highly distinctive landscapes is testimony to 

the cultural achievement of Cornish Mining during the period 1700-1914.  
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Criterion (iv): the nominated Site is an outstanding example of a landscape 

transformed by metal mining during the period 1700-1914, particularly that which is 

associated with steam power and the ore-processing of tin and arsenic.  Because 

of the steep decline of the industry in the twentieth century, the landscape which 

the industry created preserves evidence not just of the mines and their ancillary 

structures but of the whole society and social structure of the mining industry.

Steam power was the greatest of the technical innovations to be developed during 

the Industrial Revolution, and the nominated Site was central to its introduction 

and development.   Neither transport nor many of the strategic industries of that 

era could have continued to advance without the innovative application of steam 

power.  The developments which came from within the nominated Site were often 

owed to everyday tinkering by empirically-trained, local working engineers rather than 

to innovative flashes of genius.  The acme of steam development was the Cornish 

Beam Engine.  

There are more than two hundred Cornish engine houses spread across the 

nominated Site.  They are among the most distinctive industrial buildings in the world.  

The variations in their design reflect the evolutionary development of the Cornish 

engine, and the form of each individual engine house reflects the type and size of
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the engine it once housed.  Four beam engines survive in situ in Cornwall.  There is 

a winding (hoisting) engine at Levant Mine (A1), a winding and a pumping engine at 

East Pool & Agar Mine (A5), and a pumping engine at South Crofty Mine (A5).

Another significant contribution to steam technology was made by the foundries 

that manufactured the engines.  The principal surviving foundries are: Perran (A6); 

Harvey’s (A2); Holman’s and Sara’s (A5); Mount, Tavy and Bedford (A10); and 

Charlestown (A8).  These foundries also manufactured a wide range of other mining 

products.  Holman’s, in particular, was internationally renowned for the production of 

compressed air rock drills.  Their products dominated the mining world.  

All these aspects of the mining landscape continue to hold a special meaning for 

local communities in the nominated Site.  They are a constant reminder of the 

heritage created by their own families over many generations.

Conservation and protection of the Cornish Mining landscape is of the highest 

standards and many techniques and acknowledged best-practises were developed 

in Cornwall.  
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SECTION B

Detailed strategies for Key Centres and Area Centres to sit within the framework of 

the Site-wide strategy.

WHS Map showing radial coverage of the 
three Key Centres and distribution of Area-
based local interpretation facilities.  
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Key Centre Interpretation Strategies

The three Key Centres (Geevor Tin Mine, Robinson’s Shaft and Morwellham) together 

with Area Centres, will fulfil ... 

      •     Authenticity and Integrity.  Key Centres should be sites with high 

 authenticity and integrity (see Section 2c of the Nomination Document);  

• Orientation.  Each Key Centre should provide an orientation point that 

locates the site within the WHS and identifies principal Site-wide and Area-

based WHS facilities; 

• Signposting Facility.  Each Key Centre should act as a signpost to the 

appropriate network of local interpretation facilities;

• WHS Significance.  Each Key Centre should possess multiple significances, 

historical and contemporary, and multiple relevance to mining landscape 

components used within the nomination; 

      •    Authentic Experience.  Key Centres must provide an authentic experience 

           that is supported by above-ground and, if available, below-ground interpretive 

           resources. Whilst the underground environment is not nominated for 

           inscription it is, nonetheless, fundamental as an interpretive resource that 

           enables an emotive first-hand experience that glimpses elements of the 

           type of environment that was a major part of daily life for generations of 

           miners.  
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 By elements this means that near-surface workings do not convey 

           aspects such as the incredible heat, humidity and poor ventilation endured by 

           miners, and of course their silence today contrasts, for example, with the 

           deafening noise of rock drills that were introduced during the latter-19th 

           century.   

•  Intellectual Access.  Interpretation at Key Centres should provide intellectual 

access appropriate for the intended audiences, and be available in DDA 

compliant formats and other languages as necessary.  Interpretation tools and 

techniques that enable people to experience mining heritage without physical 

access to sites, e.g. via the internet or publications, should also be employed 

where appropriate.  

•  Physical Access. Key Centres should have access policies, be DDA 

compliant and/or be audited for access, with access plans that will deliver 

DDA compliance.

•  Interpretation Planning.  Key Centres should have interpretation strategies 

and plans in place that are consistent with this (the Cornish Mining WHS) 

strategy.  
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• Targeted Interpretation. Key Centre interpretation should be focussed on 

the needs of the actual and well-represented users and the target audiences 

as identified in the Marketing Strategy. 

• Interpretive Scope.  Key Centre interpretation should reveal the WHS 

site-wide significances, and those of the Area or WHS sub-region, whilst 

preserving and enhancing the cultural distinctiveness of the site itself.  Each of 

the Key Centres should reflect their different and distinctive strengths.

• Layered Interpretation.  Key Centres should present a hierarchy of 

interpretation that begins in essence with the overarching master interpretive 

theme.  Its two main strands of industrial history and surviving cultural 

landscape should then be reflected within the principal main themes as 

derived from the justification for inscription.  The third and fourth tiers, 

often the most expansive, then deal with Area-themes and site-specific 

interpretation.
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Area Centre Criteria

     •   Area Centres should be established attractions for tourists, day visitors and 

 local residents that can readily present a theme or themes relating to    

 the World Heritage Site Statement of Significance, as expressed in the WHS

  Interpretation Strategy.

     •   The attraction’s primary purpose must be to offer the public access for

 entertainment, interest or education.

     •   The attraction must include a significant interpretative element.

     •   Retailing and catering can be incorporated, but must not constitute the

 primary purpose of the attraction.

     •   Access to parts of the attraction, including its retailing and catering facilities,   

 need not involve the payment of an admission charge.

 
      •   The attraction complies with the standards for interpretation set out in the

 Interpretation Strategy. 
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Area Themes

Each Area has its own significances and its own stories to tell.  They represent the 

distinctive way that each Area contributes to the overall significance of the WHS.  

Area themes are derived from the Site-wide themes.

Area Centres should reveal the way in which each Area contributes to the 

Outstanding Universal Value of the WHS; Area themes have been developed to assist 

in this respect.  

Area Centre site-specific tiers of interpretation – commonly, and rightly, the most 

expansive – remain crucial.  Individual site style and distinctiveness should not be lost 

in any development.  
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WHS Area Centres:

A1 Geevor Tin Mine, supported by 
Levant Mine

A6 Gwennap Pit supported by adjacent-
to-site interpretation and Area trails

A2 Harvey’s Foundry Heritage Centre, 
when this is implemented

A7 St Agnes Museum supported by
Blue Hills Tin Streams

A3 Godolphin House supported by 
Trevarno Estate & Garden  

A8 China Clay Country Park 

A4 Poldark Mine A9 Minions Heritage Centre supported by 
Liskeard & District Museum

A5 Robinson’s supported by Cornish 
Mines & Engines, and also supported by 
King Edward Mine for the Great Flat Lode 
zone and Mineral Tramways trails

A10 Morwellham supported by Tavistock 
Museum for the Tavistock area and the 
Tamar valley Centre for the Cornwall side
of the Tamar Valley

Area Centres can then signpost Local Area Network mining attractions, selected 

landscape sites and collections that are strongly identified with WHS values.  

The following Area Themes have been produced from a review of the Area 

significances and of distinctive Area characteristics.  They offer an interpretive

framework for Area centres and a context for local sites. 
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A1 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W) 

This coastal mining district includes eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

submarine tin and copper mines, the mining town of St Just and dispersed 

mining villages with associated miners’ smallholdings.  The boundary is drawn 

to include all the most significant mines on the coastal plateau (together with their tin 

and arsenic processing sites) and extends inland beyond areas of smallholdings 

to granite upland in the east.  The western boundary is coastline.
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A2 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This mining port and industrial ‘new town’ was also the region’s greatest steam 

engine manufacturing centre.  The boundary has been drawn to capture the 

entire estuarine port setting (which contains an important maritime industrial 

infrastructure) and the historic core of Hayle town (including the remains of an 

internationally significant iron foundry) as guided by the existing Conservation Area 

designation.  
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A3 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This rural mining district includes tin and copper mines (some of which were sites 

of important eighteenth century technological developments) together with 

extensive miners’ smallholdings, mining settlements and large estates related 

to the mining industry.  The boundary has been drawn to contain the best surviving 

mining landscape in the south and west, important settlements in the north and the 

principal parkland of the country house estates in the east.  A detached enclave in 

the south contains the sites of two undersea copper mines.
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A4 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This rural mining district was significant in terms of its near-surface alluvial tin 

production which later led to comparatively shallow shaft mining.  It contains areas of 

former tin-streamworks together with extensive upland miners’ smallholdings.  

The boundary has been drawn to include the large area of smallholdings in the 

north, the mining settlement of Porkellis and the principal central areas of alluvial 

valley basins (with their associated shaft mine sites) and the shaft mines in the south 

around the village of Wendron.  
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A5 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This was the most heavily industrialised tin and copper mining district in the 

nominated Site, and also contained its most significant urban centres of mining 

population.  It contains remains of the mines (including three in situ beam 

engines), their transport infrastructure, ancillary industries and important 

mining settlements including Redruth and the mining engineering ‘new town’ of 

Camborne.   The boundary has been drawn to contain the principal settlements in 

the north, the northeast-southwest trend of mines (aligned with the upland ridge of 

Carn Brea), two early railway links and the coastal mining port of Portreath.  A 

satellite site to the northeast comprises the important survival of Wheal Peevor. 
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A6 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This rural mining district produced a major proportion of the world’s supply of 

copper during the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century.  Mining 

villages, important Methodist sites and the houses and estates of industrial 

entrepreneurs are included together with major ancillary industrial sites, important 

early railway networks and the remains of an early nineteenth century mining port.  

The boundary has been drawn to include all of the principal mines, large areas of 

miners’ smallholdings in the north and east, and country houses and estates in 

the south and west.  Two detached areas in the south include portions of the Kennall 

Valley (gunpowder works and a major iron foundry), the Carclew estate, the port of 

Devoran and a stretch of Restronguet Creek where sub-estuarine mining in tin 

gravels was carried out.
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A7 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This ancient coastal mining district includes a number of important tin and 

copper mines, the mining settlement of St Agnes and extensive areas of miners’ 

smallholdings.  The northern boundary is coastline and extends inland to include 

all of the important coastal mines, (together with mine sites in valleys that run 

perpendicular to the coastline), St Agnes itself and a lobe to the south and east of 

the village that contains the best-preserved and highest density of smallholdings.       
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A8 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This area comprises an important concentration of industrial transport 

infrastructure and industrial water supply network.  The boundary is drawn 

to tightly constrain the best elements of this and each sub-area contains the 

manifestations of industrialisation under respective single owners.  A8(i) contains 

the industrial transport network of the Luxulyan Valley together with the principal 

surviving remains of a major copper mine in the east that was one of the reasons 

for the establishment of significant elements of the infrastructure; it also provided 

capital for its construction.  A8(ii) comprises the exceptional industrial port of 

Charlestown (that became an important centre for copper export), the boundary 

being guided by the Conservation Area designation. 
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A9 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

This rural upland mining district represents a 1840s-60s boom copper mining 

landscape.  It also includes the remains of a mineral railway (constructed primarily 

to transport copper-ore southwards to the port of Looe), some important tin mines, 

tin-dressing sites and dispersed mining settlements.  The boundary has been 

drawn to contain all of the significant mines, and mining villages in the north east 

and south (including an extension in the southeast, around Pensilva, to include well-

preserved miners’ smallholdings).  The western boundary runs north-south across 

open moorland and includes a sufficient margin that takes in all westerly extensions 

of mine workings both on the surface and underground. 
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A10 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W)

The mining district A10(i) comprises both valley and upland settings for tin, 

copper, silver-lead and arsenic mining, ore-processing and smelting.  It also 

includes the River Tamar and its associated industrial river quays.  The boundary 

has been drawn to contain all of the principal mines that are in the upland area from 

the west to the east, and in the valley setting from the north to the south (including an 

extension in the south that includes the Bere silver mines, bounded on the west by 

the River Tamar).  The principal mining quays, mining villages and mineral railway 

network falls within the boundary and the linear route of the early nineteenth century 

Tavistock Canal (including a tunnelled section) links the two sub-areas.
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The major mining town of Tavistock is represented as A10(ii) in the east.  This 

historic stannary town was remodelled during the nineteenth century by the Dukes 

of Bedford using royalties derived principally from copper mining.  

Survival is outstanding and includes extensive grids of workers’ housing (the 

Bedford Cottages), imposing public buildings surrounding a large Victorian square, 

villas and urban infrastructure    The remains of three important iron foundries 

(associated with steam engine manufacture) lie within the town.  The Tavistock 

Canal begins here and is supplied with water current from the river Tavy; original 

wharf buildings remain.  
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SECTION C

WHS Interpretation Facilities: Definition of Standards.

Existing Assurance of General Site Quality

Sites that are endorsed by the WHS Office will be expected to meet general site 

quality standards.  

A number of larger sites are members of the Cornwall Association of Tourist 

Attractions (CATA) / the Devon Association of Tourist Attractions (DATA), or the Visitor 

Attraction Quality Assurance Service (VAQAS).   

Membership of these organizations encourages attraction operators to enhance 

quality and spread best practice within the sector.  Periodic formal quality 

assessments take into account the whole visitor experience, including pre-arrival 

and arrival, the attraction itself, toilets, catering and retailing.  This general site quality 

inspection pro forma is an appropriate minimum standard for facilities to be badged 

as part of the WHS, and will be applied to the review of other sites that wish to carry 

WHS endorsement. 

The Nomination Document outlined the 
following criteria for the identification of Key 
Centres:

• authenticity of experience (including 
above-ground interpretation and 
underground mine visit) 

• capacity to serve substantially 
increased visitor numbers without 
detriment to the site;

• relevance to a range of the mining 
landscape components and 
multiple significances. 

• significant existing educational 
usage, with potential for growth;

        •      range of quality ancillary facilities 
             such as café, shop. 
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Standards for Interpretation: Good Practice Guidelines

Interpretation is a ‘line’ on the inspection checklists of tourism quality assurance 

organisations and it is necessarily only a brief judgement that can be given by the 

inspection team. 

“Key Centre” criteria outlined in the WHS nomination is a reference for the wider 

application of WHS standards. 

However, for the provision of individual site interpretation, sites managers should 

prepare development plans that identify how their interpretation will meet the WHS 

principles of:

Accessibility

Authenticity

Appropriateness

Effectiveness

 Sustainability 

The Nomination Document outlined the 
following criteria for the identification of Key 
Centres:

• authenticity of experience (including 
above-ground interpretation and 
underground mine visit) 

• capacity to serve substantially 
increased visitor numbers without 
detriment to the site;

• relevance to a range of the mining 
landscape components and 
multiple significances. 

• significant existing educational 
usage, with potential for growth;

 range of quality ancillary facilities  
 such as café, shop. 
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Principle 1:  Accessibility

This section outlines those key accessibility issues within the context of this WHS. It 
will be supplemented by a more detailed WHS Accessibility Policy at a later date to 
guide further accessibility improvements.

1.1 It is the right of all people to “…participate freely in the cultural life of the 

community.”  

1.2 The principal aim of Cornish Mining interpretation is to communicate the values 

of cultural heritage sites that comprise the WHS.  This must be done in a way that 

minimizes barriers which may otherwise prevent actual, or potential, visitors and 

users from gaining the maximum benefit from their engagement. 

In terms of interpretive provision, barriers may take the form of:

• Organizational e.g. staff may not be aware, or be able, to respond to the needs of all 

visitors, or information not being available in the appropriate formats;

• Physical e.g. steps or ground surfaces may prevent some people from viewing 

interpretive panels, or flat-topped showcases are awkward for children or wheelchair 

users to view ;

• Sensory e.g. lack of text available in large print or audio format, or limited 

opportunities to use all the senses when experiencing the site;

• Intellectual e.g. interpretation pitched at a high level which assumes an existing 

knowledge and understanding, or highly specialized or technical language; 

       •     The diversity of languages of visitors and users should also be considered.   

United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (1948)

Heritage sites should refer to the Disability 
Discrimination Act (DDA), 1995.
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1.3 Avoiding, or removing, all physical and structural barriers may be difficult if not 

impossible.  Particularly where safety, and conservation, issues apply, this also may 

not be desirable, nor would be considered reasonable.

1.4 At many Cornish Mining cultural sites where certain access barriers will inevitably 

remain it is important to consider whether interpretation could be provided remotely. 

This could be a centralised on-site facility that uses video or remote cameras to offer 

an underground insight for example, or it may include off-site means such as digital 

media or internet websites.  Internet-based approaches however should at best 

supplement approaches taking place in the landscape itself. 

 

1.5 A level of multilingual interpretation is desirable at sites.  Multilingual information 

and retrieval is easier with increasing digitised content.  Websites should be ideally 

interoperable across Europe.  

In some cases, host communities may prefer not to have a site publicly interpreted 

where this would conflict with safety, environmental or quality of life considerations.

Compliance – keeping to the DDA as far as reasonably possible – is what is 

important, and a legal duty, so that everyone has access to interpretive facilities. 

The DDA does not state what it considers 
to be ‘reasonable’.  It depends on various 
factors such as the type of service provided 
(e.g. whether it is access to a historic 
building or a new build), the nature and size 
of the service and the size of provider (e.g. 
the resources available, including financial), 
the effect on the disabled person, and 
measures already taken. 

Technology and digitisation has opened up 
huge opportunities for virtual access but 
they can also create barriers to access if 
they are not applied with user accessibility 
considerations in mind.
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Principle 2:  Authenticity

2.1 The interpretation of Cornish Mining sites should respect their authenticity and  

      integrity, in the spirit of the declaration of the conference organized by UNESCO,  

      ICCROM and ICOMOS at Nara, Japan in 1994. 

2.2 Authenticity is very relevant to host communities as well as to the conservation of 

      the Cornish Mining landscape.   

2.3 Interpretation should not adversely impact the physical fabric, or the character 

      and ‘spirit’, of sites.   

2.4 The intellectual integrity and authenticity of information that underpins interpretive 

      content is paramount in the protection of cultural values. 

2.5 Interpretation should be based on evidence gathered through accepted, 

      multidiscipline, scientific and scholarly methods.  It should involve all aspects of 

      significance, clearly distinguished and dated in respect of successive phases and 

      influences in site development.     

Intangible, as well as tangible, values of cultural heritage sites should be protected in 

the design of heritage interpretation programmes.
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Principle 3:  Appropriateness

Interpretive content should be appropriate to communicate significances and  

be presented in a form appropriate to local standards and resources.  It should 

also be seen as an educational resource.

 The form of interpretive media should be easily identifiable and guided by a   

 respect for the cultural significance and context of sites.  Its potential effect on  

 the overall aesthetics of the landscape must be considered.   

 The implementation of interpretive infrastructure should be flexible enough to  

 be updated periodically and should, if necessary, be reversible. 

 The use of ICT presents considerable opportunities for interpretation.  It can  

 link local cultural resources with a global audience (though appropriateness is  

 a guiding principle, particularly when applied on-site).  

 The availability of mobile electronic guides, the potential of user portability, 

 user-focussed interaction and personalisation, in both indoor and outdoor   

 environments, is exciting.

Respect is crucial to the physical, visual and emotional qualities of a site, and the 

effective protection from the adverse impacts of intrusive interpretive infrastructure

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

Interpretive infrastructure means the entire 
range of interpretive media, such as panels, 
leaflets and guidebooks, audio-visual 
materials, internet based communication 
and people (first-person interpreters and 
interpretation staff).
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Principle 4: Effectiveness

   4.1 Effective interpretation should establish an emotional connection with   

 Cornish Mining sites and landscapes.  It should reveal meaning, increase 

 understanding and foster respect and awareness for the importance of 

 conservation.

   4.2 Interpretation of Cornish Mining cultural heritage sites is an ongoing, 

 evolving process of research, information gathering and understanding that 

 leads to knowledge and explanation.  The furthering of the appreciation of 

 WHS significance is fundamental to effective interpretation. 

   4.3 Communication and information transfer must be effective.  It should pay 

 close attention to the experience sequence: pre-arrival, arrival, moving into, 

 moving through and concluding the experience.

  There is a need to develop a hierarchy of interpretation, organised and 

 managed so as not to overwhelm, and presented as layers.  A holistic view of 

 the whole site’s interpretation is essential though restraint is vital.  

The right amount of interpretation, without too much detail, will enhance the 

experience without detracting from it in any way.  

4.4
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Principle 5: Sustainability

5.1  Interpretation plans and programmes should be environmentally sensitive,   

    environmentally sustainable, and be financially and socially viable and 

   sustainable. 

5.2  The scale, cost and technology of interpretive programmes should be     

       appropriate to the location and associated facilities and be both   

       economically and technically feasible.  

5.3  Interpretive infrastructure can be used to increase or decrease visitor footfall     

       and to determine visitor routes.  The effects of infrastructure design upon 

       the site must therefore be considered in the planning stage and any 

       necessary impact assessments undertaken. 

     5.4   Interpretive infrastructure should be safe, well designed, use appropriate    

             technical specifications, be responsibly maintained and kept in good repair.

Economic activities that safeguard conservation and ensure the long-term 

maintenance and updating of interpretation should be encouraged.         
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Image Design Standards

It is important for a World Heritage Site to establish technical and professional 

standards for heritage interpretation, and maintain consistency.

The Cornish Mining WHS image and branding study was commissioned to 

“…collate and analyse the many different ‘interpretations’ of Cornish Mining and 

finally agree a unified identity, personality and positioning for the brand… The Cornish 

Mining WHS brand will provide a powerful glue to bind all these sites and heritage 

assets together under one umbrella so that the visitor realises that they are WHS.”

The report outlined the disadvantages of not having a brand: “Without a strong and 

credible brand, a destination may face a number of outcomes:

• There will be little or no differentiation from other destinations;

• There will be poor consumer understanding of the destination’s unique experiences;

• Potential visitors will develop their own perceptions of the destination or brand; which 

will be out of your influence

• Without perceived rational and emotional values to the customer, the destination will 

need to compete on price or price will become an issue;

       •      Competitors with a stronger and more positive brand will win business.”

Brand Strategy Recommendations, 30 June 
2005.

A brand is a set of cues, symbols or 
experiences which provoke a rational or 
emotional response in a person (or group 
of people) and combine to create an overall 
perception which drives behaviour.  

The 40+ mining heritage attractions and 
sites that give access to the Cornish Mining 
WHS landscape carry their own branding 
and we have made the assumption that this 
will continue to remain part of the strategy.  
Using this route, the core brand is retained 
as part of the total brand execution.  The 
brand endorsement is usually indicated 
by an endorsing logo or emblem next to 
the brand name.  It implies the use of an 
endorsing brand as a quality seal.” 
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The report adopted the following vision: “To promote the Cornish Mining 

WHS as a distinctive, evolving, living pattern of relict landscapes, encouraging 

visitors to explore and learn about the physical, social and cultural aspects of 

the Cornish and West Devon mining heritage.”

The characteristics of Cornish Mining were related as “It remains thoughtful and 

proud of its past yet continues to evolve and grow through time.  It celebrates the 

value of its ancestors and the contribution they made to the way we live today.”

“The experiences delivered to visitors of Cornish Mining WHS must also underpin 

this brand.”  This includes interpretation.  “Finally, it is critical to generate a look and 

feel for Cornish Mining WHS (i.e. a visual identity) which is consistent with the brand 

positioning, values and personality.  This should be applied uniformly everywhere 

the brand appears in physical form (i.e. on stationery, signage, advertising, 

merchandising etc.)” … and interpretation.

The logo for Cornish Mining (Font = Albertus MT):
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Generic signage that reflects the Cornish 
Mining WHS identity is important in creating 
brand awareness and linking sites to WHS 
status.  

The style is contemporary and befits the international status of Cornish Mining.
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“WHS brand quality markers are:

• Authenticity

• Accessibility / equality

• Environmental sustainability

• Value for money

• Accuracy

• Audience focused

• Inclusivity”

The above are somewhat paralleled by the principles for the quality of WHS 

interpretation.

Accessibility

Authenticity

Appropriateness

Effectiveness

Sustainability
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SECTION D

Audit of local interpretation network members.

The meaning of Cornish Mining cultural heritage sites should be communicated 

through careful, documented recognition of their significance, including their tangible 

and intangible values, natural and cultural setting, social context and physical fabric.  

Each of the visitor sites listed in the Nomination was briefly audited and a significance 

matrix constructed for quick reference.

The assessment of significance of a site, firstly as a whole and secondly by 

component parts, is a complex and partially subjective procedure as each element 

has values that may not be comparable with others.  Also some elements have 

greater significance when linked with other elements.   

 

Interpretive “facilities” may be based upon authentic sites within the WHS, sites 

outside the WHS associated with Cornish Mining, or sites which have no connection 

with either. If the site falls within the first two categories then it will contain one or 

more of the following principal components:
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Principal components that define Cornish Mining landscapes

C1 mine sites, includingI ore-dressing sites
C2 mine transport
C3 ancillary industries
C4 mining settlements and social infrastructure
C5 miners’ smallholdings
C6 great houses, estates and gardens
C7 mineralogical (and other related) sites

t may also have further primary or secondary significance as used in the selection 

criteria for landscapes and sites in the nomination process:

Primary
a significant component of the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape of the 
period 1700-1914;
survival and condition: sites that do not survive above ground will not normally be 
considered.  Sites where below-ground remains are both demonstrably important 
and accessible may however be included;
authenticity of remains: structures or sites that have been largely or wholly 

reconstructed will not normally be eligible for inclusion;

Secondary
rarity: if a site or component is rare either in terms of its type, or its survival, it will 
have a higher likelihood of being included;
documentation: if there is historical documentation that supports the connection with 
Cornish Mining;
association: where a number of Cornish Mining components sutrvive within the 
same landscape, there is a higher likelihood that those sites and landscape will be 
included.
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Significance Matrix

SITE NAME AREA O/ALL
SIG

DGN C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Hist
Sig

Arch
Surv

Gp
Val

Aut Rar Doc Eqp
Col

Com
Acc

Vis
Cap

Int
Ed

Eco Res
Pot

Morwellham 
Quay

A10i OUV Y Y Y Y Y Y H H H M H H M M H H H H

Geevor Tin 
Mine

A1 N Y Y M M H H M H H M H H M H

Levant Mine A1 OUV Y Y Y Y H H H H H H L H H H H H

Cornish 
Mines & E

A5 OUV Y Y H H H H H H L L H H L L

Poldark Mine A4 R Y L L L M H L L H H H L L

Godolphin 
Hs & Est

A3 N Y Y Y H H H H H H L H H H H H

R Cornwall 
Mus

X N H H H H H H H H H H L H

Tolgus Tin X N Y L H H H H L H L H H L L

Charlest’n 
Shipwk 

A8i L L L L L L L L L H M L L

Charlestown A8i OUV Y Y Y Y H H H H H H L H H H L L

Penlee 
Museum

X R

Trevarno 
Estate

A3 R Y M H H H H L L H M M L

Wheal 
Martyn

X L H H H

Cotehele 
House

A10i N Y M H H H H H H H H M M H

Plymouth 
Museum

X R H H H H L L

Lanhydrock 
House

X N Y H H H H H H M H H H M H

Glendurgan 
Gdn

X N Y H H H H M M L L H M L L

Trebah 
Garden

X N Y H H H H M M L L H M L L

St Michael’s 
Mount

X N Y Y Y M H H H H M L L H M L L

Lappa Vy 
Railway

X L Y Y H H M H M M L L H M M M

King Edward 
Mn

A5 OUV Y Y H H H H H H H M M H L H
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SITE NAME AREA O/ALL
SIG

DGN C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Hist
Sig

Arch
Surv

Gp
Val

Aut Rar Doc Eqp
Col

Com
Acc

Vis
Ecn

Int
Ed

Eco Res
Pot

Minions Her 
Centre

A9 R Y Y M H M H M L L H M H L L

St Agnes 
Museum

A7 R Y H H H H M M H H M H L M

Blue Hills Tin 
Strms

A7 R Y Y H M H M H M H L H H L L

Redruth 
Museum

A5 L L L L L L L L H M M L L

Murdoch 
House

A5 N Y H M H M H M L H M M L L

Trevithick 
Cottage

A5 N Y H H L H M H L L M M L L

Cornwall 
Centre

A5 OUV L M M M L H H H H H L H

Cornwall 
Rcord Off

X OUV L L L L L H H H H H L H

Gwennap Pit A8 OUV Y H H H H H H H H H H L H

Botallack 
Count Hs

A1 L Y Y H H H H M H L H M H M L

Liskeard 
Museum

X L L H H M L M M H M H L M

Tavistock 
Museum

A10ii L Y M H H H M M L H H H L M

Cotehele Qy 
Mus

A10i R Y M H H H H M L H H H L M

Rosevale 
Mine

X L Y L H L M M L L L M H L L

Wayside Folk 
Mus

X L L L L L L L M L M M L L

Helston Folk 
Mus

X L L M M M L M L M M M L L

Wheal Betsy X L Y H H H H M M L H H M M M

X L M M L M M M L H M M L L

Callington 
Museum

X L M M L M L L L H M M L L

South Crofty 
Mine

X R Y Y H H L M L H M L H H L H

Robinson’s 
Shaft

A5 OUV Y Y H H H H H H H H H H L L

Perrran 
Foundry

A8 OUV Y Y Y H H H H H H L L H H L H

Perranzabuloe
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Harvey’s 
Foundry

A2 OUV Y Y H H H H H H L H H H L L

St Day’s HC A8 L Y H M H H M M L H M M L L

Wheal Peevor A5iii R Y M H H H H H L H M H L L

Camborne S 
Mines

X R H L L H H H H H M H L L

R Corn Geo 
Soc

X R H L L H H H H H L L L H

Gt Condurrow 
Mine

A5 OUV Y H H H H H H L L H H L L

Penjerrick 
Garden

X L Y H H H H H M L L M M L L

Caerhays Cs 
& Gn

X R Y H H H H H H H L M M L L

Burncoose 
Garden

A6 L Y H H H H H H L L M M L L

Tywarnhayle 
Mine

A7 L Y Y H H H H H H L H M M H L

SITE NAME O/ALL
SIG

DGN C1 C2 C4 C7 Hist
Sig

Arch
Surv

Gp
Val

Rar Doc Eqp
Col

Com
Acc

Vis
Ecn

Int Eco Res
Pot

Area 
A

C3 C5 C6 Aut
Ed
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Cornish Mining heritage visitor facilities 

The Nomination Document broadly categorized mining heritage visitor facilities as 

follows:

   I.  Heritage centres/museums interpreting multiple aspects of nominated Site history  

       and significance, providing a range of visitor facilities including education services;

   II.  Mine sites interpreted and operating as a visitor attraction and providing a range of    

       visitor facilities, including education services;

   III.  Mine sites, accessible and with basic interpretation, but no visitor facilities;

  IV.  Mineral and mine owners houses and gardens;

   V.  Libraries and archives with mining-related material and collections;

  VI. Mine landscapes with basic interpretation, served by trails and footpaths;

 VII.  Mining towns and villages with basic interpretation trails;

VIII.  Tourism information centres.

 ‘WHS statements of significance’ for each site have been listed.  They are likely 

to be different from previous statements of significance for the same properties.  

This is because the WHS nomination process has highlighted a new hierarchy 

of significances through the detailed analysis of industrial history, of landscape 

archaeological survival across the whole WHS and by comparative analysis with 

other world sites and the justification for inscription using UNESCO criteria.  
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archaeological survival across the whole WHS and by comparative analysis 
with other world sites and the justification for inscription using UNESCO criteria.  
The statement of WHS significance for each site is a summary commentary 
underpinned by the objective significance matrix above. 
The following attractions were listed in the Nomination Document.  Subsequent 

additions to the list appear in RED.

Major relevant attractions in the nominated Site

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Morwellham
A10i
Morwellham & Tamar 
Valley Trust
High carrying capacity. 
Site OUS   

I/II
1,2,3,4,5,7

One of the most significant Victorian copper mining ports in the world.  Morwellham has 
universal significance as part of the group of Cornish Mining ports.  
The Tamar river quays and their authentic settlement infrastructure (terraced Bedford cottages, 
Methodist chapel, Ship Inn, offices, cooperage, smithy etc) have been the focus of decades of 
conservation.    
The nearby George & Charlotte Mine is accessible via a tram tour and gives a good insight into 
the underground environment of mining.  Remains of copper ore-dressing floors, waterwheel 
pits etc are being opened up to visitors via a trail.  
Access to the important Tavistock Canal is via a trail.  Access to other mines that were served 
by the port is also being opened up along the original transport routes. 

OUS = Outstanding Universal 
Significance  NS = national significance   
RS = regional significance   LS = local 
significance 

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Geevor Tin Mine
A1
Cornwall County 
Council
High carrying capacity 
(except throughput on 
underground tour).  
Site NS  

II/I
1,7

A large, preserved, mostly 20thc tin mine complex that contains an important 19th c arsenic 
calciner, steam winder and shallow 18th c underground workings accessible to the public.  
Although much of the 20th c mine is outside the date range set for the Cornish Mining 
nomination the site represents a considerable interpretive resource.  Much of the physical 
equipment and structures in the tin mill replace earlier equipment and have evolved from that 
which was typical of the 1700-1914 period and which deals with the same challenges that 
earlier miners faced.  E.g. calciner>froth flotation; stamps>ball mill; buddles>shaking tables 
From a visitor ‘connectivity’ point of view the recently peopled aspect of the site makes it highly 
emotive and easier to understand mining life.
Mining and mineral collection in Museum.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Levant Mine
A1
The National Trust
Site OUS

II
1,3,7

One of a group of universally significant submarine mines, containing a unique (1840) in situ 
working beam engine of universal value.  One of Cornwall’s top ten mines in terms of production.  
Universally significant tin and arsenic processing remains, located along the cliff tops, have been 
consolidated.  Remains of an exceptional compressor house and chimney, which originally 
powered rock drills, survive and have been consolidated.
The mine is associated with one of Cornwall’s worst mining accidents – the Man Engine Disaster 
– and important associated archaeology has been conserved. 

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Cornish Mines & 
Engines
A5
The National Trust
High carrying capacity
Site OUS
High carrying capacity.    

I/II
1,7

E Pool Mine contains two universally significant beam engines (whim working, pump capable 
of working).  One of Cornwall’s top tin and copper mines in terms of production.  Though the 
structures on the Taylor’s site are 1920s they are a continuum and the structural survival is 
excellent.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Poldark Mine
A4
Transcroft Ltd
High carrying capacity
Beam engine and rock 
drill collection OUS
High carrying capacity.    

I/II
1,7

18th/early 19th c underground tin workings made accessible via a walking tour.  Typical Wendron 
Area mine with good insight into shaft mining methods and showing features such as levels and 
stopes.  Excellent underground tin lode exposure.  Greensplatt beam engine (tin mine-china 
clay pit) re-erected on site, driven by compressed air.  Mining artefacts including the universally 
significant Holman Rock Drill Collection.  The present waterwheel is sited in the probable 
wheelpit of one of Cornwall’s earliest recorded tin stamping mills and an apparently in situ granite 
mortar stone is probably unique. 
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Godolphin House
A3
Site NS

IV
6

House of very important mineral lords and mines adventurers mostly relevant to 16thand 17th c.  
Godolphin family absent from 1710, owned by absent Dukes of Leeds from 1786.  Research 
needed as to links with Newcomen engines – Wheal Vor, Great Work

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Godolphin Estate
A3
Site RS

VI
1,3,4,6,7

Acessible parkland and important and varied mining remains including Godolphin Blowing 
House, Great Work Mine (Leeds Engine House), Godolphin Mine Count House,
The National Trust has an education base in the Count House and runs educational workshops.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Royal Cornwall 
Museum
Rashleigh Collection 
OUS

I Important early (1818) literary institution and museum.  The internationally significant Rashleigh 
collection of minerals together with supporting catalogue, letters and other original material.  
Also other important collections such as the Wickett Colln and specimens from other donors, 
including the Williams family.
Also important tin smelting artefacts and a range of mining artefacts, count house 
Very important mining photographic collection, paintings, the Courtenay Library Collection
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Tolgus Tin
Site NS

II
1

Secondary tin streaming works with Cornish stamps, a round frame, shaking tables, slime pits 
etc

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Charlestown 
Shipwreck M

I Museum, partially located within china clay buildings, concentrating on shipwrecks but with an 
overview of Charles Rashleigh and the development of Charlestown.   Small display of minerals 
and mining artefacts. Has an overlook into Charlestown harbour’s Inner Basin. 

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Square Sail Harbour owners.  Opportunity for interpretive development of harbour/copper-ore export plus 
foundry/tin smelter and Charles Rashleigh.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Penlee Museum I Contains paintings, photographs and some mining and tin-smelting artefacts.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Trevarno Estate
A3
OUS

IV
1,6

House (not open to public) garden and parkland associated with Bickford-Smith safety-fuse 
manufacturers.  House and garden OUS when considered as part of the collection of houses 
and gardens linked to Cornish Mining.  The garden contains important species introduced by the 
Bickford Smiths.  Estate contains a small tin mine with some remaining buddles.  There are some 
mortar stones on site.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Wheal Martyn I China clay museum.  Useful interpretive resource with linkage to Cornish Mining in that the clay 
industry was the destination for many 2nd hand beam engines.  Good site for understanding 
waterwheel and flat-rod pumping technology.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Cotehele IV
6

House which predates Cornish Mining and does not owe its origins to mining although owned by 
the Edgcumbe family who were important mineral lords (though not lived in by them 1700-1914).  
The garden does not have links to the industry.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Plymouth City 
Museum

Contains a nationally important mineral collection relevant to the Site.  The St Aubyn, Sargeant 
and Barstow collections.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Lanhydrock House Robartes family story (tin-charcoaling to mineral lord).  Good links with E Pool & Agar Mine, 
Trevithick Rd (Trevail’s Agar mine terrace), and Truro Cathedral.  House rebuilt after fire with 
mineral income. 

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Glendurgan Gardens Considerable Fox family interpretive opportunity.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Trebah Gardens Considerable Fox family interpretive opportunity.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

St Michael’s Mount Interpretive opportunity for St Aubyn mineral lord/harbour/mineralogy.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Lappa Valley Railway Mineral railway (lead) linked with Treffry (Area A8).  Very important engine house (100”) and 
important disaster site (flooding), plus Cornwall’s largest lead mine in terms of production.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

King Edward Mine
A5
OUS tin-dressing 
equipment

II
1

Near-complete teaching mine, formerly part of the world-famous Camborne School of Mines.  
OUS range of tin-dressing machinery (inc Californian stamps and round frame, buddles etc).  
Engine houses and calciner building.  Has underground workings associated though not leased 
as part of the KEM attraction.

Minor relevant attractions in the nominated Site

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Minions Heritage 
Centre
A9
LS

III
1

Interpretive and educational facility situated in South Phoenix engine house.  Very useful 
interpretation point for the Caradon Area.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

St Agnes Museum
A7
LS

I
4

Good local mining collection within Parish museum housed in mortuary chapels with strong link to 
mining population growth.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Blue Hills Tin
A7
NS

II
1

Tin streaming site, including important Cornish stamps and dressing/smelting.  

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Redruth Museum
A5
LS

I Local collection of Redruth ephemera including some mining and minerals.  Major opportunity for 
town museum and Redruth’s role as the mining capital of W Cornwall.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Murdoch House
A5
OUS

I
4

House of engineer and inventor William Murdoch, substantially re-built, but with historic 
significance in terms of gas lighting, steam carriage and other innovations and with Boulton & 
Watt connections.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Trevithick Cottage
A5
NS

4

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Cornwall Centre
A5
OUS collections

V Mining literature (including Mining Journals) and photographs

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Cornwall Record 
Office
OUS collections

V Principal repository for Cornish Mining records, plans, cost books, letters etc

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Gwennap Pit
A6
OUS

4 One of the principal icons of Methodist beginnings.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Botallack Count 
House
A1
OUS as part of mine 
complex

II
1

Very well conserved count house.  Good interpretive point for Crowns, W WH Owles, Edward 
etc. Submarine mining and tin and arsenic processing remains.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Liskeard Museum
LS

I Collection contains several significant artefacts relating to Cornish Mining – notably silver tray 
presented to Peter Clymo by adventurers of Wheal Mary Anne, and telescope presented to Peter 
Clymo by adventurers of West Caradon Mine. 
Good collections point for A9. 

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Tavistock Museum
A10ii
LS

I Considerable interpretive opportunity for Area A10ii as collections point, Bedford cottages and 
Duke/town development.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Cotehele Quay 
Museum
A10i
RS

I Good Quays model and some minor mining artefacts on loan.  Site is a well-preserved Tamar 
quay which had mining use for nearby mines and for the delivery of steam engines.  
Considerable interpretive opportunity to integrate the River Tamar WHS context and the 
Danescombe mines.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Rosevale Mine
LS
Small groups of more 
specialised/access 
restricted

III
1

Excellent demonstration small tin mine typical of the numerous small workings in A1

Smaller relevant attractions outside the nominated Site
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Wayside Folk 
Museum
LS

I Some mining artefacts, particularly early tin mortar stones.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Helston Folk Museum
LS

I Limited mining objects from the area

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Wheal Betsy
LS

VI
1

Rare Dartmoor engine house, consolidated by the National Trust.  Good associated shafts and 
dumps remain.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Perranzabuloe 
Museum
LS

4 Small museum with some mining-related objects e.g. tools/wheelbarrow etc and original 
explosives store model and stool from the explosives works.  Good archive of local mining 
photographs.
Opportunity for interpretation of explosives works plus Perran St George Mine/Wheal Leisure/
Cligga/Droskyn and wheelpits. etc
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Callington Museum
LS

Small museum with some local mining artefacts.  Good opportunity as an interpretive point for 
the Kit Hill Mines inc Holmbush and Redmoor.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

South Crofty Mine
A5
RS

III
1

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Robinson’s Shaft
A5
OUS
High carrying capacity.

III
1

Beam engine in engine house of OUS.  Ancillary buildings mostly 20th c.  Outstanding opportunity 
for re-steaming the beam engine and linking with E Pool site.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Perran Foundry
A6
OUS

3 Opportunity for small interpretive point to interpret mining engineering/steam engine 
manufacture/ the site and Fox/Williams dynasties.
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Harvey’s Foundry
A2
OUS

3 Considerable opportunity for Engineering/steam engine manufacturing story (plus Trevithick, 
Woolf), Copper smelting, Hayle harbour, Foundry town/Copperhouse, railway.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

St Day’s HC

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Wheal Peevor
A5
NS

VI
1

Excellent mine site with three engine houses (pump, whim, stamps) with high landscape profile.  
Plus calciners.  

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Camborne School 
Mines – mineral 
collection OUS and 
library only

V Important historical Cornish minerals e.g. Hunt/Williams and collections of overseas mining 
engineers etc
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SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Royal Cornwall 
Geological - closed

V Important Cornish scientific mineral and rock collection, much able to be re-united with 
information.  Mining models e.g. Henwood of importance

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Great Condurrow 
Mine

III Currently ‘mothballed’ by CSM

Opportunities for WHS- Linked Sites.

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Penjerrick Garden Interpretive potential for Robert Were Fox

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Caerhays Castle and 
Gardens

Interpretive potential for Williams family story

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Burncoose Gardens Interpretive potential for Williams family story/copper office/local houses

SITE  &
OWNER

CATEGORY.
COMPONENTS

BRIEF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Tywarnhayle Mine I Good underground workings accessible and ventilated as previously RSM training mine.  Lease 
presently back with Duchy.  Important engine houses and excellent dumpscapes on hillside 
above.  Buildings e.g. compressor house/dry on site allows good opportunity for visitor facility 
(economy of scale v insurance)
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SECTION E

Recommendations

There is an apparent hierarchy of need that arises from the audit of sites within the 

WHS and its setting.  This has been prioritized to present opportunities and potential 

solutions. 

Recommendations also outline further work to support the implementation of WHS 

interpretation: 

WHS Interpretive Resource Inventory

 •  Undertake a systematic assessment and selection of landscapes, 

     monuments and other resources that are strongly identified with WHS   

     values

 •  Identify and rank the significances of selected resources and cross-

    reference these with themes

 •  Categorize the visitor potential of such resources

 •  Link tangibles to meaningful intangibles and relate them to universal   

     concepts
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 •  Determine how these resources can be best represented in linked WHS  

     interpretation materials  

 •  Compile an interpretation plan that identifies relevant partners in the    

      implementation of recommendations   

Area Interpretation Strategies and Plans 

 •   A common development need for the majority of Areas and sites is that of 

      interpretation strategies and plans. 

 •   Some Area strategies and plans are underway; others are to be 

      commissioned.  Prioritization should be guided by the evaluation of current 

      provision in these Areas.  

 •   All Areas should develop strategies and plans that fit within the overarching 

      framework. 

Access Strategies and Plans for their Implementation

 •   A common development need for the majority of Areas and sites is that of 

      access strategies and plans. 

 •   All gated visitor sites, at least, should have up-to-date access plans.  

      values
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Quality Issues

•   A number of quality issues have been identified.  

•   Issues can be detailed within Area strategies and plans, and actions outlined to     

     address these.  

•   The dissemination of good practice guidelines to all interpretation providers      

     across the WHS is seen to be beneficial.

Gaps in Site-wide Interpretive Coverage

•    Much interpretive infrastructure has grown ad hoc and there are, therefore, gaps  

     in provision and in various aspects of coverage.

  

•    Interpretation invariably does not take into account new significances as revealed 

      by the WHS nomination process.  This latter issue, addressed in principle in this 

      strategy, can be further dealt with in Area strategies in order to comprehensively 

      and cohesively present Cornish Mining.  Additionally a WHS book could assist in 

      the communication of universal values and the consideration of training provided 

      for WHS interpretation providers through the WHS office.  
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•    Of the poor interpretive provision identified by Area, that needing priority attention 

     is considered to be: Hayle; Charlestown; Tavistock.  Hayle is under consideration 

     in parallel with the harbour development; a kiosk type facility would be appropriate 

     for Charlestown; Tavistock Museum is developing WHS interpretation whilst 

     an orientation centre is also planned (with opportunities to work closely with the 

     Museum). 

•   Of the principle opportunities for interpretive provision identified by Area Centre 

     candidate, that needing priority attention is considered to be: Harvey’s Foundry 

     (A2); Trevarno and Godolphin (A3); Gwennap Pit.  Harvey’s site interpretation is 

     presently under consideration; Godolphin has some interpretation relevant to 

     mining and the Godolphins whilst Trevarno has none at present (but does have 

     potential space); Gwennap Pit visitor centre is limited in space and concentrates 

     primarily on Methodism, however there is an opportunity to develop an outdoor

     interpretive facility for Area 6 within the high-capacity car park adjacent (with apt 

     remains of Cathedral Mine in its centre).  
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•    Of the principle opportunities for interpretive provision identified thematically, 

     that needing priority attention is considered to be: Earth Treasures; Cornish         

     Mining Overseas.  Whilst the latter can be covered by Key Centre candidates in 

     particular (and the Cornwall Centre), Earth Treasures could be communicated 

     with the principle aid of museum specimens – the portable heritage – held by 

     public institutions both locally and nationally.  These could be incorporated into 

     a Thematic Centre for WHS mineralogy based around the collections of the 

     Royal Cornwall Museum in Truro and with the endorsement and participation 

     of the Natural History Museum (London), the Sedgwick Museum (Cambridge 

     University), Plymouth Museum, the Camborne School of Mines and the Royal 

     Geological Society of Cornwall.

•   Of the principle opportunities for interpretive provision identified by audience  

     type, that needing priority attention is considered to be that for: ancestral tourists;  

     secondary education.  Interpretation for ancestral tourists could be integrated

     within the Cornwall Centre in Redruth (and its outrech points) whilst interpretation 

     for secondary education could be exploited within the Education Strategy and 

     relevant sites for delivery identified.     
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•    Of the principle opportunities for interpretive provision identified by audience 

     type, that needing priority attention is considered to be that for: ancestral tourists; 

     secondary education.  Interpretation for ancestral tourists could be integrated 

     within the Cornwall Centre in Redruth (and its outreach points) whilst interpretation 

     for secondary education could be explored within the Education Strategy and 

     relevant sites for delivery identified. 

•    Of the principle opportunities for interpretive provision identified by media type, 

     that needing a priority for review is considered to be: courier services; living 

     history; activity events; creative interpretive; overlooks; sound guides; audio-

      visual; mobile exhibitions.

Research Priorities

•    Some broad knowledge gaps have been identified.  A research strategy is being 

     developed to establish priorities in order to provide content and evidence.  

•    Much research will relate to collation and evaluation of existing secondary 

     sources, although areas of primary research will be necessary.  
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Popular WHS Book

•    The nomination process has defined the Outstanding Universal Value of Cornish 

     Mining.  Comparisons to other World Heritage Sites have contributed towards a 

     new hierarchy of international significances for Cornish Mining. These are 

     presented in the Nomination Document, written to a UNESCO report format, for 

     an international audience and a specific need.  The printing of the ND was limited 

     to those relating to the WHS bid.  

•    Arising from the circulation of Nomination Document drafts and from the period 

     of public consultation, there was recurrent demand for publication, particularly of 

     sections 1-3b, and for this to be made available in book form to the wider public.

•    Firstly, the UNESCO prescribed format of these sections does not represent the 

     most accessible and appealing presentation of the content.   Secondly, the most 

     appealing element of the presentation was perceived to be the photographs of 

     the diverse range of WHS components across the WHS areas (section 3a) and 

     the overview of history and development (section 3b).
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•    The Interpretation Strategy looked in detail about the ways to tell the Cornish 

     Mining story.  This has involved the development of an overarching series of 

     ordered themes following OUV.  Presentation of the story in this way will actually 

     communicate more effectively and make the content of a book more cohesive 

     and appealing.  And convey universal significances with greater impact.

WHS Film

•    During the nomination process it was felt that an efficient means of c

     ommunicating WHS values would be through audio-visual media.  

•    The WHS image and branding strategy recommends a brand film.

•    In addition to reviewing contemporary footage (and identifying gaps), extensive 

     archive footage that exists should also be reviewed, its importance ranked and 

     potential for partner interpretation identified.
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Houses and Gardens in the setting of the WHS

•    The WHS component of houses and gardens received coverage within the 

     Nomination Document that was focused appropriately within WHS Areas.  

     However, a number of significant country houses, and an internationally significant 

     collection of gardens that relate to the personalities and historical development of 

     Cornish Mining, exist in the setting of the WHS.

•    Communicating the significance of these components is important.  The ability 

     to reach a large captive audience at these highly visited attractions could

     represent a quick and effective interpretation project.  This could convey WHS 

     messages and raise the profile of industrial heritage sites (commonly seen 

     as original wealth generators) associated with the families engaged in mining

     industrialization that purchased, built or developed the houses, gardens, parkland 

     and estates.
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Morwellham
A10i
Morwellham & Tamar Valley Trust
 

SITE  & OWNER

Geevor Tin Mine
A1
Cornwall County Council
 

SITE  &
OWNER

Levant Mine
A1
The National Trust

Indicatively costed actions

Key Centres

Local Area Network
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Cornish Mines & Engines
A5
The National Trust
 

SITE  & OWNER

Poldark Mine
A4
Transcroft Ltd
 

SITE  & OWNER

Godolphin House
A3
Schofield Family
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Godolphin Estate
A3
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Royal Cornwall Museum
RIC

SITE  & OWNER

Tolgus Tin
Cornish Goldsmiths

SITE  & OWNER

Charlestown Shipwreck M

SITE  & OWNER

Square Sail

SITE  & OWNER  

Penlee Museum
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Trevarno Estate
A3
M Sagin

SITE  & OWNER

King Edward Mine
A5
CSM/Kerrier/TS

SITE  & OWNER

Minions Heritage Centre
A9
Caradon DC

SITE  & OWNER

St Agnes Museum
A7
St Agnes Museum Trust
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Blue Hills Tin
A7
Wills Family

SITE  & OWNER

Redruth Museum
A5
LS

SITE  & OWNER

Murdoch House
A5
Redruth 2000

SITE  & OWNER

Trevithick Cottage
A5
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Cornwall Centre
A5
KDC/CCC

SITE  & OWNER

Cornwall Record Office
CCC
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Gwennap Pit
A6
Cornwall Methodist Circuit

SITE  & OWNER

Botallack Count House
A1
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Liskeard Museum
LTC

SITE  & OWNER

Cotehele Quay Museum
A10i
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Tavistock Museum
Trust/TTC

SITE  & OWNER

Rosevale Mine
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Wayside Folk Museum

SITE  & OWNER

Helston Folk Museum
KDC

SITE  & OWNER

Wheal Betsy
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Perranzabuloe Museum
Museum Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Callington Museum
L
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

South Crofty Mine
A5
Baseresult Holdings

SITE  & OWNER

Robinson’s Shaft
A5
Engine – The National Trust
House & Site - KDC

SITE  &
OWNER

Perran Foundry
A6

SITE  & OWNER

Harvey’s Foundry
A2
Foundry Trust
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

St Day’s HC

SITE  & OWNER

Wheal Peevor
A5
KDC

SITE  & OWNER

Tywarnhayle Mine
RSM

SITE  & OWNER

Camborne School Mines 

SITE  & OWNER

Great Condurrow Mine

SITE  & OWNER

Cotehele
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Penjerrick Garden

SITE  & OWNER

Caerhays Castle and Gardens
FJ Williams

SITE  & OWNER

Burncoose Gardens
C Williams

SITE  & OWNER

Lanhydrock House
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Glendurgan Gardens
The National trust

SITE  & OWNER

Trebah Gardens
Trebah garden Trust

SITE  & OWNER

St Michael’s Mount
The National Trust

SITE  & OWNER

Wheal Martyn
Trust/Imerys
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SITE  & OWNER <£5K £5-

10K

£10-

50K

£50-

100K

£100-

1m

> 

£1m

Comment

Plymouth City Museum
PCC

SITE  & OWNER

Lappa Valley Railway
Booth Family


